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18Socialmedia, such as Facebook and Twitter, have grown rapidly in recent years. Friend recommendation systems,
19as an important emerging component of social media, may efficiently expand social media networks by
20proactively recommending new and potentially high-quality friends to users. Literature review has shown that
21prior research work on friend recommendation mainly focuses on the linking relation between users in social
22media but largely neglects the influence of users' attributes. In this study, we have systematically reviewed
23and evaluated the existing state-of-the-art friend recommendation algorithms. We introduce a new Friend
24Recommendation system using a User's Total Attributes Information (FRUTAI) based on the law of total
25probability. The proposed method can be easily extended according to the increasing number of a user's
26attributes with low computation cost. Furthermore, the FRUTAI is a universal friend recommendation method
27and can be applied in different types of social media because it does not distinguish the structure of the network.
28We have collected 7 million users' public information and their friend relationships from RenRen, commonly
29regarded as the Facebook of China. Using the real-world data from a dominant social media provider, we exten-
30sively evaluate the proposed method with other existing friend recommendation algorithms. Our experimental
31results have demonstrated the comparatively better performance of FRUTAI. In our empirical studies, we have
32observed that the performance of FRUTAI is related to the number of a user's friends. In particular, when a user
33has a small number of friends, the proposed FRUTAI algorithm performs better than other algorithms; when a
34user has a large number of friends, the overall performance of FRUTAI becomes less competitive but is still
35comparable to those of other providers, and its precision rate is quite outstanding. Our findings may provide
36some important practical implications to social media design and performance.

37 © 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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42 1. Introduction

43 Research on social media has become more important, attracting
44 research from scholars of different business disciplines, such as
45 marketing (e.g., Kumar et al., 2013), strategy (Bharadwaj et al., 2013),
46 human resources (Urban and Boscolo 2013), finance (e.g., Røssvoll
47 and Fritsch 2013), IS (e.g., Aral, et al., 2013), healthcare (e.g., Coustasse
48 and Slack 2013; Lin and Vaska 2013; Yang and Yang 2013), and the
49 public sector (Davies and Cairncross 2013; Kolb and Roberts 2013)
50 [25–34]. Social network services, such as Facebook and Twitter in the
51 U.S.A., have grown rapidly with innovative systems and tools in recent
52 years. High-quality friend recommendation is crucial to the survival
53 and growth of those social media services. At the early stage of social

54media, a network is small with only a limited number of users with an
55accountable number of friends; it is easy to browse over all or many of
56other users' profiles to make decisions of whether to choose some
57users as friends. Currently, thenumber of socialmedia users has reached
58a very high level. In 2013, the number of users from Facebook reached
591.19 billion worldwide. It seems infeasible for a user to browse over
60millions of other users' homepages to make a decision of whether to
61choose a potential friend. To meet this new challenge, social media
62providers began to design friend recommendation systems, such as
63the “People You May Know” system on Facebook and other similar
64recommendation services from Twitter, which may assist users to
65make better decisions [18].
66There is a stream of literature that focuses on the recommending
67models, named link prediction models [17]. These link prediction
68models are useful to predict the extent of the network by observed
69data and play a role as a basic question in social media structure. The
70possibility of connection also reflects the “quality of connection”
71between two users in the future. If there is a high possibility that a tie
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72 will connect two users, this connectionwill be a strong tie, whichmeans
73 more similarity between them. The research of link prediction has both
74 theoretical and practical values.
75 Existing friend recommendation methods and algorithms are, in
76 principle, based on two different approaches—a path-based method
77 and a friend-of-friend method [16,18]. The path-based method uses
78 friend linkage information by implementing the concept of the well-
79 known PageRank algorithm from Google. Due to its high computational
80 cost, this type of algorithm is seldom used in commercial social media.
81 The friend-of-friend (FoF) method is an efficient and widely used
82 recommendation algorithm due to its low time complexity. The
83 algorithm identifies potential but unlinked friends and makes recom-
84 mendations. Existing FoF algorithms mainly focus on the relations
85 between users, but overlook the users' attributes.
86 In this study, we systematically review and evaluate the existing
87 state-of-the-art friend recommendation algorithms to discuss their
88 strengths and weaknesses. We then propose a new Friend Recommen-
89 dationmethod with a User’s Total Attributes Information (FRUTAI). The
90 proposed new FRUTAI method can help social media service providers
91 provide a better decision-making tool for its users to choose high-
92 quality or more preferable friends online and assist users to choose
93 more relevant and preferable friends. This paper is such an initial
94 research effort to integrate social media users' attributes with the law
95 of total probability. Prior systems are largely designed for specific
96 types of social media networks, which may not be effective to different
97 structures of networks. FRUTAI is a generic friend recommendation
98 method and can be applied in different types of social media. It can be
99 extended to accommodate new set of user attributes as well.
100 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a
101 brief literature review of the main existing recommendation
102 algorithms. Section 3 presents the methodology of our proposed new
103 algorithm. Section 4 presents a real-world case study using the
104 proposed algorithm. Section 5 concludes the paper by discussing its
105 potential implications to future research and practice.

106 2. Related literature review

107 2.1. Homophily and heterophily in relationships

108 Socialmedia is structured by users and the ties between them. These
109 ties reflect all of the types of relationships, such as friendship, kinship,
110 marriage, working relationships, teacher–student relationships, and so
111 on. The studies of network ties began in the 1920s and lasted nearly
112 100 years [40]. Homophily and heterophily are two principles that
113 significantly influence the contact between users in social media. The
114 homophily principle holds that if two people have similar attributes,
115 they will have a greater chance of having a relationship than other
116 dissimilar people. In contrast, heterophily refers to the preference for
117 the different attributes, which is the opposite of homophily [41].
118 Researcherswho focus on relationships in social media have studied
119 themajor sociodemographic dimensions such as race, gender, age, loca-
120 tion, and education. These dimensions are also important attributes of
121 the users in social media [40].
122 Compared with other dimensions, the influence of gender on ties
123 starts in childhood. Smith-Lovin, and McPherson present that the
124 homophily exists in play patterns, and they also observed that girls
125 play in smaller groups than boys [42]. Eder and Hallinan find that the
126 youths prefer to delete a cross-sex friend than add a cross-sex friend,
127 which leads to gender segregation in social media [43]. On the other
128 hand, the networks of adults aremore sex-integrated.Marsden explains
129 that when people “discuss important matters with” the confidants, 70%
130 of them are sex heterogeneous [44]. However, Huckfeldt and Sprague
131 present that when the topic is limited to politics, 84% of men choose
132 other men to discuss it [45].
133 Homophily in geography is obvious because it is easy for people to
134 have more interactions with friends who live nearby than those who

135live far away. Kaufer and Carley study the influence of new technologies
136and find that they weaken the homophily of geography [46]. Likewise,
137Hampton and Wellman present that with virtual technology, the
138community does not have to be locally based as before [47].

1392.2. Recommendation algorithms

140In addition to the friendship studies, there is a stream of literature
141named “link prediction”. Traditional study is based on surveys, but the
142dataset is limited. Currently, we have commercial social networks,
143with large datasets, which make it possible to investigate connections.
144As a result, we have the opportunity to investigate the connection
145problems from other perspectives.
146Existing algorithms of recommendation systems can be classified
147into two broad categories: recommending items and recommending
148people.
149The traditional algorithms for recommending people, such as FoF,
150use only the information of friend relations in social media and do not
151make full use of a user's attributes. On the other hand, the traditional
152algorithms for recommending item, such as a content-based method,
153care only about a user's own information and ignore the relations
154between users. As a result, in our study, we propose a new method to
155combine the two to improve friend recommendation performance.

1562.2.1. Recommending items
157Many prior research works focus on recommending items in social
158media (e.g., [1-3,21,22]), and there are two main methods. Content-
159basedmethods exploit the history information of a user's own attributes
160and make recommendations accordingly. Pazzani and Billsus define a
161content-based recommendation system [2]. For example, the basic
162idea is that if someone has bought a cookbook before, there is a great
163chance that she will buy another cookbook.
164Collaborative filtering is another widely used algorithm in item
165recommendation. For example, it is based on the idea that if friends of
166a user all buy a cookbook, she may also buy the cookbook. Pazzani
167compares the collaborative filtering with the basic content-based
168method, and then proposes a model combining collaborative filtering
169and content-based algorithms [1].
170Adomavicius and Tuzhilin present an overview of three recommen-
171dation approaches: content-based, collaborative, and hybrid methods.
172They analyze their advantages and limitations [3]. In a content-based
173method, every item is represented by a set of features, which are used
174to make comparisons with a user's attributes. Although features can
175be attached to text documents by using retrieval techniques, some
176other types of files still need to assign features manually, such as
177image, audio, and video files. Another limitation is that this system can-
178not distinguish the items that share a same set of features. Furthermore,
179this method is limited by the existing attributes of a user that are based
180upon the user's prior experience. For example, if a user has not
181purchased a cookbook before, the systemwill never recommenda cook-
182book to her. Additionally, if she is a newuserwhohas few attributes, the
183system cannot recommend an accurate list of items. The collaborative
184method can easily address all type of files because the recommended
185list of items for one user is based on the information of other users'
186recommendations. In addition, the domain of recommended items is
187not limited to a user's prior preferences. The collaborative method also
188has some limitations. First, as with the content-based method, a new
189user with little information in her preferences cannot obtain a satisfac-
190tory recommendation list. Second, it will take a long time for a system to
191be able to recommend a new item because the recommendation will be
192provided only after an item is rated by a number of users. Several hybrid
193methods have been developed to combine the content-based and
194collaborative methods to address the weaknesses of the two methods
195to achieve a better recommendation result [21,22].
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196 2.2.2. Recommending people
197 Recommending friends is an important issue in social media.
198 Research has shown that a quality friend recommendation service
199 may enhance connections between users, as well as the user loyalty to
200 a socialmedia [24]. Different from recommending items, recommending
201 people is relatively new in socialmedia research, and there are relatively
202 fewer literature papers being published in this field. Friend-of-friend
203 (FoF) and path-based approaches are the two main methods.

204 (1) Friend-of-friend (FoF) method
205 The FoF algorithmdraws from the assumption that if two users in
206 a social media network share many common friends, they may
207 have a greater chance of becoming friends in the near future.
208 This algorithm is also called “Common-Neighbors”. Newman
209 designs an experiment and exploits the data of paper authors in
210 two databases over a six-year period to provide evidence for
211 the primary idea of FoF [4]. That research also shows the propor-
212 tional relation between the probability of an author having new
213 coauthors and the number of coauthors she already has. Jin
214 et al. use an FoF algorithm as one of the three general principles
215 to create a simple model that describes the growth of social
216 media [5]. The friend recommendation system on Facebook,
217 which gives a list of the “people you may know”, is also based
218 on the FoF approach [35]. Tencent, one of themost popular social
219 media websites in China, also mentions in their official help file
220 that its recommendation system of the product ‘Quanzi’ is
221 based on the ‘common neighbor’ algorithm [36].
222 With the continuous growth of social media, the primary
223 Common-Neighbors model has provided for several improved
224 algorithms, such as the Jaccard coefficient and Adamic/Adar. To
225 prove that some factors perform better in the link prediction
226 problem, Adamic and Adar introduced a new algorithm to
227 calculate the similarity of two actors by analyzing text, in-links,
228 out-links, and mailing lists on the homepages of social media
229 [6]. The number of common friends between two actors can be
230 used to evaluate the similarity.
231 Preferential attachment is anotherwell-knownmodel to describe
232 the expansion of social media. Barabasi and Albert explain that a
233 social media expands when new actors join in, and these new
234 actors link preferentially to the old actors who already have
235 more links [7]. Barabasi et al. (2001) study an 8-year period data-
236 base of co-authorship information to find evidence of preferential
237 attachment in the evolution of social media [8].
238 (2) Path-based method
239 Differing from the neighbor-based FoF approach, calculating the
240 shortest path is the basic idea of path-based methods. Katz
241 predicts the probability by the sum of all paths between two
242 nodes. The shorter paths have more contribution than the longer
243 paths in the link prediction [9].
244 Brin and Page introduce the PageRank algorithm as a key compo-
245 nent of the Google search engine. It weighs every elementwithin
246 a set by the link-in and link-out numbers, and then gives a rank of
247 all of the elements [10], based on PageRank [11,12].
248 Jeh and Widom propose SimRank to measure the similarity of
249 elements using the information of their relations. SimRank
250 combines the features of FoF and the random walk algorithm,
251 which is also used in the PageRank algorithm [13].
252 Yin proposes and evaluates a framework of LINKREC, which uses
253 the information of network structure and actors' attributes, based
254 on the random walk with the restart algorithm [14].

255

256 2.3. More relevant literature on friend-of-friend

257 This study is more relevant to FoF. Hence, further review of relevant
258 literature on FoF is conducted here. The basic assumption of FoF is that if

259user A and user B share a large portion of common friends in their friend
260lists in a social media network, they may want to be friends too. We
261define Γ(x) as the set of neighbors of x and Γ(y) as the set of neighbors
262of y. The three basic algorithms based on FoF can be defined as follows.

263(1) Common-Neighbors
264For a particular user y in a friend recommendation list for user x,
265its rank in the list can be calculated by the number of friends that
266x and y share. It is themostwidely used algorithm in commercial
267social media. It is believed that in Facebook and RenRen,
268Common-Neighbors is the main idea being used in their
269friend recommendation systems. Eq. (1) gives how a Common-
270Neighbors method calculates a friend score.

score x; yð Þ :¼ Γ xð Þ∩ Γ yð Þj j ð1Þ
272272

(2) Jaccard's coefficient
273Salton and McGill introduce a metric to calculate the probability
274for information retrieval [15]. If we take friends to be recom-
275mended as features to be retrieved from, this algorithm can be
276used in recommendation systems [15]. The score is given by
277the probability that a person randomly selecting from the union
278of the set of neighbors of x and the set of neighbors of y, is just
279the overlap of them, see Eq. (2).

score x; yð Þ :¼ jΓ xð Þ ∩ Γ yð Þj
jΓ xð Þ ∪ Γ yð Þj ð2Þ

281281

(3) Adamic/Adar
282Adamic and Adar summarize a metric to calculate the similarity
283of two users in a social media network [15]. They sum all of the
284same attributes shared by two users, and the unique attributes
285for an entire socialmedia networkweighmore than the common
286ones [6]. For example, if both student A and student B take a
287French class (30 students in total) and a dancing class (5 students
288in total), we can calculate the probability that they will become
289friends by the information of these two classes. And because
290there are fewer students in the dance class, it will have more
291influence on theprobability that theywill be friends in the future.
292For user x, the rank of y in the friend recommendation list can be
293given by this algorithm, if we change item into friend, see Eq. (3).

score x; yð Þ :¼
X

z ∈ Γ xð Þ ∩ Γ yð Þ
1

log Γ zð Þj j ð3Þ
295295

2963. Research methodology

2973.1. Probability theory

298Traditional FoF algorithms mainly utilize the information of the
299number of users' friends. A potential problem of using additional users'
300attributes is the increased computational cost due to the large number
301of users and user groups. We propose FRUTAI (Friend Recommendation
302with a User's Total Attributes Information) to efficiently and effectively
303utilize additional information of users' attributes with time complexity
304comparable to the traditional FoF algorithms.

305Definition 3.1. Probability with a User's Total Attributes Information

306A is a user in a social media and C is a friend candidate with the
307attributes xi(i ∈ {1, ⋯, m}). If each probability of C's finite or countably
308infinite attributes xi in a socialmedia networkwhere Cwill be the friend
309of A ismeasurable, then the total probability that the candidate Cwill be
310the friend of the user A is defined as:

P Að Þ ¼
Xm

i¼1

P A=xið ÞP xið Þ ð4Þ
312312
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3.2. Friend Recommendation with a User's Total Attributes Information

313 For a friend recommendation system, an example of a candidate friend
314 may be 〈x1, x2,⋯, xi,⋯, xm〉. xi(i ∈ {1,⋯,m}) stands for the attributes of the
315 candidate, such as gender, age, location, interest, and number of common
316 neighbors, and these attributes may be independent or not. For example,
317 young men may show strong interest in sports, so gender and age will
318 actually have influence on the attribute of interest. However, Eq. (4) is
319 defined under the condition that each user attribute is independent of
320 the others. We argue that even if some of the attributes are not indepen-
321 dent, we still can use Eq. (4) to calculate the total probability of friend rec-
322 ommendation under the strong independence assumption. The reason is
323 that we do not use the calculated probability value to directly predictQ3 the
324 chance that the candidate will really become a friend of a user in the fu-
325 ture; we just use the probability values to select strong potential candi-
326 dates. Our proposed friend recommendation system gives a user a list of
327 candidate friends ranked by the probability values.
328 The advantage of decoupling class attributes using the strong
329 independence assumption is that we can independently calculate each
330 user attribute distribution quickly, and Eq. (4) can be easily extended
331 to other social media networks that may have different sets of users'
332 attributes. Similar to the theory behind the naïve independence
333 assumption used in the successful naïve Bayesian classifier [23],
334 dependence among users' attributes may likely be canceled out, and
335 the performance of our friend recommendation system could still be
336 strong [37–39]. Our empirical results from a case study of a real-world
337 social media strongly support this argument.
338 For each attribute, we can calculate the prior probability by the data
339 of existing friends of a user. The relation between a candidate and a user
340 can be only one of two types: a friend or not a friend. Let y indicate a
341 binary variable that reflects the relation between the candidate and
342 the user. If the candidate is a friend of the user, y = 1; otherwise y =
343 0. Consider xi(i ∈ {1, ⋯, m}) as the attributes of the user, then the
344 probability that the user will collaborate with the candidate is:

P y ¼ 1j∩m
1 xi

� � ¼ 1−∏
m

1
1−P y ¼ 1jxið Þð Þ ð5Þ

346346

In Eq. (5), m denotes the number of users' attributes existing in a
347 social media network. P(y = 1|xi) denotes the prior probability for
348 each attribute that this candidate will be a friend of a user in the future.
349 It can be calculated by the statistical result including the information of
350 all of the friends of the user's existing friends (friends-of-friend) and

351
how many of them are already friends of the user. ∏

m

1
ð1−Pðy ¼ 1jxiÞÞ

352 denotes the probability that the candidate will not be the user's friend
353 based on all of the m attributes.
354 Here we give an example to explain how the total probability is
355 calculated.

356 Example 1. For user A, the information of friend candidates B's and C's
357 attributes is presented in Table 1.

358 Based on the information of all of user A's existing friends, we can
359 generate Tables 2, 3, and 4 (detailed explanation on how those tables
360 are calculated will be discussed in Section 3.3).
361 Based on Eq. (5), the probabilities that candidates B and C will be
362 friends of user A are:

PB ¼ 1− 1−0:12ð Þ � 1−0:02ð Þ � 1−0:25ð Þ ¼ 0:3532 ð6Þ364364

365
PC ¼ 1− 1−0:08ð Þ � 1−0:12ð Þ � 1−0:60ð Þ ¼ 0:6762 ð7Þ

367367

The result implies that candidate C has a greater chance of being a
368 friend of user A in the future; hence, candidate C is ranked higher than
369 candidate B in the recommendation list.

370The algorithm is based on the friend-of-friend algorithm. All of the
371algorithms of this type limit the candidates to friends of friends, which
372can decrease the time complexity and have little influence on the
373accuracy of the recommendation result. We can see when the
374Common-Neighbor number decreases to 1, the probability of two
375people becoming friends trends to zero. In a social media network, the
376number of total users is uncertain, but the friends of friends are limited.
377This indicates that we can take the friends of friends as candidates to
378balance the time complexity and the accuracy of the recommendation
379result.
380In a real-world social media network, there will be lots of users'
381attributes, and the number of attributes will keep increasing along
382with the expansion of the social media network. This algorithm can be
383efficiently extended with the number of users' attributes. When a new
384attribute is added, we just need to calculate the probability P(xi) of
385this attribute using the information of a database and extend the
386equation.

387Algorithm 1. FRUTAI (Friend Recommendation with a User's Total
388Attributes Information) t13:1

t13:21. Input: The database of friendship relations between users in a social media
t13:3network; the database of the users'm attributes.
t13:42. Construct the social media relation for a user. All of the user's existing friends are
t13:5Vt; the set of persons in Vt who have already been friends of the user is Vf; the set
t13:6of the other n persons in Vt will be the candidates for the friend recommendation
t13:7system, and we mark it as Vc.
t13:83. Estimate the probability P(x1) that Vt will be a friend of the user for attribute i by the
t13:9statistical result of Vt and Vf. For allm attributes, wewill obtain {P (x1), P (x2),…, P(xm)}.
t13:104. Calculate the probability P for each of the n candidates in Vc using Eq. (5) and {P (x1),
t13:11P(x2),…, P(xm)}.
t13:125. Sort the n candidates by the value of probability P.
t13:136. Return: Top k of the sorted n candidates as the list of friend recommendation result.

389

390The pseudo-code of the recommendation algorithm FRUTAI is
391shown in Algorithm 1. In step 3, if calculating each P of the attribute
392costs time m and there are n attributes, the time complexity of step 3
393is O(mn); in step 4, if calculating each P of the candidates costs time m
394and if there are n candidates, the time complexity of step 4 is O(mn);
395in step 5, we use the function “Rank( )” in SQL to sort the results and
396the time complexity of step 5 is O(n log n). The total time complexity
397of FRUTAI is O(2mn + n log n).

3983.3. Prior probability

399To calculate the probability for each candidate, we need to know the
400prior probability P(xi) of every attribute, which can be computed by the
401statistical result, including the information of all of the user's existing
402friends (friends-of-friend) and the number of them that are already

t1:1Table 1
t1:2Information of candidates B and C, including gender, location, and common-neighbors
t1:3number between user and candidate.

t1:4Candidate B Candidate C

t1:5Gender Male Female
t1:6Location City1 City2
t1:7Common-Neighbors 10 30

t2:1Table 2
t2:2The prior probability of gender for user A. It is
t2:3generated based on the information of all of user
t2:4A's existing friends.

t2:5Gender User A

t2:6Male 0.12
t2:7Female 0.08
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403 friends of the user. Before we calculate the P(xi) for each attribute, we
404 will first discuss the type of users' attributes. In a real-world social
405 media network, all of the attributes can be divided into two types in
406 this research based on the form of the P(xi), the discrete variable, and
407 the continuous variable. The attributes such as gender, location, etc.,
408 are the discrete variables; the attributes such as number of common
409 neighbors between user and candidate, number of candidate's friends,
410 etc., are the continuous variables.
411 The discrete attributes may have several fixed variable values. By
412 analyzing the information of all of the user's existing friends (Vt) and
413 counting the number of these friends-of-friend personswho are already
414 friends of the user (Vf). A table will be generated that shows the
415 relationship between each variable value and the percentage of the
416 real friends in the total friends-of-friend number. When the probability
417 of a candidate friend for an attribute is calculated, we check the table
418 and find the prior probability with respect to the particular value of a
419 user's attribute. In addition, for different users in a real-world social
420 media network, the P(xi) value in their own tables will be different
421 from the other users, and it shows the diversity of users' motivation in
422 choosing a friend. It makes the friend recommendation algorithm
423 FRUTAI more accurate for individuals by analyzing the information.

P xð Þ ¼ Pi; if x ¼ xi i ∈ 0;1;⋯;nf gð Þ ð8Þ
425425

Take gender, for example. A candidate can only be male or female;
426 if the candidate is male, the gender information in the database is
427 recorded as 1; otherwise 0, and xgender∈ {0, 1}. Then, the prior probability
428 table based on the candidate's attribute of gender is shown as Table 5.
429 Different from discrete attributes, if we still calculate the probability
430 table separately for each user, the data size of Vt and Vf is so small after
431 dividing by the number of variable numbers that it will absolutely
432 reduce the accuracy of the recommendation result. Fortunately, these
433 types of attributes always show an obvious trend between the variable
434 values and P(x) according to the statistic result of a large amount of data.
435 Although the users in a social media network have different personali-
436 ties, this trend is always similar among those users. We can use all of
437 the users' information for this attribute to calculate a regression func-
438 tion F(x) of this common trend.

P xð Þ ¼ F xð Þ ð9Þ
440440

To explain theway to use continuous attributes, we take the number
441of common neighbors, for example. With the database of the users'
442information in a social media network, we can easily know the number
443of common neighbors (CN) between every two users. Additionally, for
444each user, we can know the number of the user's friends of friends
445and how many of them are already friends of the user. Then, we can
446use regression to evaluate the P(xcn) based on the value of number of
447CN and probability.

4483.4. Appraisal procedure

449To evaluate the performance of our proposed recommendation
450system (FRUTAI), we use three different measures: P@k, MRR, and
451MAP.
452P@k (Precision@k) is a widely used method to evaluate the perfor-
453mance of information retrieval systems [14,16]. P@k = n/k, where k is
454the number of people who are recommended by the system and n is
455the number of true friends in a recommendation list. P@k is used to
456evaluate the precision of the top k persons in the recommendation
457list. The limitation of P@k is that this measure focuses only on the
458precision of friend recommendation results but is insensitive to the
459rank of the k persons. For example, the accuracy of the first recom-
460mended person and the accuracy of the last one have equal contribution
461to the value of P@k. Obviously, when we use the friend recommenda-
462tion system in a real-world social media network, we always browse
463over the recommendation results from top to bottom. The ones on the
464top will have a greater chance of being noticed than the ones below.
465Only using P@k is not enough to reflect all of the hidden problems of
466the algorithms. In this paper, we choose 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 as the
467values of k to show the precision of the algorithms in different ranges
468of recommendation.
469To address the limitation of P@k, MRR is proposed [14]. MRR (mean
470reciprocal rank) is a measure of navigational searching or question
471answering, which focuses on the rank of the first correct one in the
472recommendation list. MRR is the average of reciprocal ranks of the
473first correct answer for a set of queries. In the field of friend recommen-
474dation, MRR is used to evaluate the accuracy of algorithms using
475the rank of the first correctly recommended person. The limitation of
476MRR is that it focuses only on the rank of the first correct result but
477ignores the other correct ones. Different from information retrieval,
478users of a real-world social media network may intend to find more
479than one person as a friendwhen using friend recommendation system,
480and thus all of the correctly recommended ones are relevant and useful
481to them. Thus, this measure is still not good enough to evaluate
482algorithms.
483MAP (mean average precision) takes into account the rank of all of
484the correct answers in the response list of a query. MAP is the mean of
485the average precision values for a set of queries. In a recommendation
486system, the first people recommended are of great importance to
487users, and it may impact users' satisfaction with the system. Although
488MAP is the most suitable measure for recommendation systems, the
489other two measures can also complement the measurement of the
490performance of algorithms. Hence we use all of the three methods to
491evaluate our proposed new FRUTAI system.

t3:1 Table 3
t3:2 The prior probability of location for user A. It is
t3:3 generated based on the information of all of
t3:4 user A's existing friends.

t3:5 City User A

t3:6 City1 0.02
t3:7 City2 0.12
t3:8 City3 0.15
t3:9 … …

t4:1 Table 4
t4:2 The prior probability of Common-Neighbors for user A. It is
t4:3 generated based on the information of all of user A's existing
t4:4 friends.

t4:5 Common-Neighbors User A

t4:6 1 0.01
t4:7 2 0.01
t4:8 … …
t4:9 10 0.25
t4:10 … …
t4:11 30 0.60
t4:12 … …

t5:1Table 5
t5:2The statistics of the gender of users' friends-of-friend number. The percentage of the real
t5:3friends in the total friends-of-friend number (P(xgender)) can be generated by the number
t5:4of the user's existing friends (Vt) and how many of these friends-of-friends are already
t5:5friends of the user (Vf).

t5:6Gender Vt Vf P(xgender)

t5:70 a1 b1 b1/a1
t5:81 a2 b2 b2/a2
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F492 4. Empirical study

493 4.1. Data collection

494 To carry out experiments, we use a web crawler to collect user data
495 from RenRen (http://www.renren.com) and store it in a database.
496 RenRen is one of the most popular social media websites in China and
497 has more than 200 million users. The information on RenRen can be
498 divided into private information and public information. Public
499 information is available to all users in RenRen. On the contrary, private
500 information can be seen only by a user's friends in RenRen. In our
501 study, due to legal privacy issues, we use only the public information.
502 First, to start, we download the information of 240 users with their
503 attributes. We define them as D1 nodes. Second, we extend to collect
504 the information of 51,340 D2 nodes that are the friends of those 240
505 users. Third, we keep on collecting the data of the D2 users' friends
506 and we call them D3 nodes. There are 7,158,934 D3 in total. These
507 nodes and the edges between them form a social media structure for
508 our case study.
509 Two datasets are used in the experiments. Nodes' attributes are
510 stored in the first dataset, which contains 7 million users' public
511 information, which includes a user's ID, name, gender, hometown, loca-
512 tion, the number of friends, the number of public blogs or micro-blogs
513 (similar to Twitter), whether a user sets up a barrier to prevent
514 strangers from visiting the user's homepage, whether a user pays for
515 more privilege on the website (a premium user), whether a user binds
516 his/her mobile-phone, etc. The second dataset stores friend relation-
517 ships between users. The data samples are shown in Tables 6 and 7. In
518 our datasets, we have more than 7 million users' public information
519 with their attributes. Of these 7 million users, more than 3 million
520 users have filled in their province/state information, and Fig. 1 shows
521 the statistics of this location information. We can see that the users
522 are distributed among 34 provinces of China. The Jiangsu province has
523 the largest number of users, which is over 305,000. Macao has the
524 smallest number with 3000. The facial validity shows that the distribu-
525 tion is in line with the actual population of each province. Thus, our
526 experiments have been performed on a representative dataset with
527 quality sampling data.

528Fig. 2 shows the distribution of users' gender. 283 thousandusers are
529female, 303 thousand users are male, and 134 thousand users do not
530indicate their gender.

5314.2. Evaluation

532Using the collected data, we have evaluated FRUTAI system's
533recommendation results against the other three commonly used FoF
534algorithms, which we mention in Section 2.3, Common-Neighbors,
535Jaccard's coefficient and Adamic/Adar.
536We use k-fold cross validation to evaluate the result of the friend
537recommendation. First, we split the user's friends into 10 partitions.
538We take nine partitions as the training dataset and one partition as
539the testing dataset. The prior probability for each attribute can be calcu-
540lated from the information of the training dataset, just aswementioned
541in Example 1 in Section 3.2. Second,we collect the friends of the training
542dataset as the candidates for the friend recommendation. For each
543candidate, we calculate the probability that he/she will become the
544friend of a user by Eq. (5). After that, we can obtain a rank of the prob-
545ability, and the top 100 candidates are selected as the recommendation
546result for the user. This list will be compared with the testing dataset
547and three different measures, P@k, MRR, and MAP, will be used to
548evaluate the performance of our proposed recommendation system

t6:1 Table 6
t6:2 Examples of users' public information dataset in RenRen. This dataset stores the user's ID,
t6:3 name, gender, location, the number of existing friends, and the number of public blogs or
t6:4 micro-blogs (similar to Twitter).

t6:5 ID ID1 ID2 ID3 …

t6:6 Name User1 User2 User3 …
t6:7 Gender Gender1 Gender2 Gender1 …
t6:8 Province Prov No.5 Prov No.3 Prov No.8 …
t6:9 City City No.23 City No.6 City No.57 …
t6:10 nFriends n1 n2 n3 …
t6:11 nBlogs m1 m2 m3 …
t6:12 … … … … …

t7:1 Table 7
t7:2 Examples of users' relationsdataset inRenRen.
t7:3 This dataset stores friend relationships
t7:4 between users.

t7:5 User Friend

t7:6 ID1 ID4
t7:7 ID1 ID5
t7:8 ID2 ID5
t7:9 ID2 ID6
t7:10 ID3 ID4
t7:11 ID4 ID7
t7:12 … …

Fig. 1. The distribution of users' location in RenRen. The users are distributed among 34
provinces of China. The facial validity shows that the distribution is in line with the actual
population of each province.

Fig. 2. The distribution of users' gender in RenRen. 283 thousand users are female, 303
thousand users are male, and 134 thousand users do not indicate their gender.
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549 (FRUTAI). Because we have 240 users in total, we will repeat the
550 experiment 240 times and take the average numbers as the final results.
551 In the k-fold cross validation, we calculate the prior probability
552 for each attribute. Tables 8 and 9 show the average value of the prior
553 probability of gender and location. It is not easy to note whether
554 the homophily principle or the heterophily principle plays a more
555 important role in gender. For the location information, it seems that
556 homophily principle plays a leading role. For the traditional study,
557 although the researchers have tried to distinguish the homophily and
558 the heterophily principles for decades, there is still a conflict in prior
559 research. It is not easy to design a recommendation system based on
560 whether the homophily or the heterophily principles apply because
561 there is no widely accepted conclusion.
562 The FRUTAI is a clever algorithm that can handle this problem. The
563 FRUTAI considers that different users may have their own preferences
564 of attributes. Take gender, for example. Some males prefer to make
565 friends with males, and some prefer females. The FRUTAI collects the
566 information of each user's existing friends, calculates the prior probability
567 of this attribute, and gives a personal recommendation result. Moreover,
568 if the user's preference changes, it will be reflected in the information
569 that is collected, and the prior probability and the final recommendation
570 result will change with it.
571 As depicted in Fig. 3, this method of handling the data collected at a
572 time point is commonly used in the field of friend recommendation. A
573 limitation of this evaluation method is that the friend recommendation
574 results that are not in the set of the partition do not mean that they are
575 wrong because some of themmay be the potential friends of a user and
576 will be added by the user as friends in the future. Therefore, we expect
577 that the actual precision value of the algorithms would be higher than
578 the value in the evaluation report.
579 First, we pick out all of the 240users (D1).We randomly pick out one
580 tenth of each D1's friends (D2) as D2″ and define the other nine tenths as
581 D2ʹ. We try to give a friend recommendation list DR for each D1 by using
582 the information of D2ʹ. D2″ is the friend recommendation target andwill
583 be compared with DR.

584 4.3. Results and discussion

585 The link prediction results are shown in Tables 10–12.
586 Table 10 shows an overall result of the friend recommendation for
587 the 240 D1 users in RenRen. We can see that FRUTAI performs the best
588 in MAP (16.97%), and some P@N (76.92% precision at P@1, 50.17%
589 precision at P@2, and 10.83% precision at P@100). Common-Neighbors
590 and Adamic/Adar perform well too. Their MRRs are 40.51%/41.59%,
591 and MAPs are 16.24%/15.97%, both comparable to FRUTAI. The result
592 of Jaccard's coefficient is acceptable, but it is worse than the other
593 three algorithms.

594Then, we divide the D1 users into two groups using the number of
595their friends, and repeat the experiments. Table 11 shows the result of
596theD1 userswhohave fewer than 100 friends. Table 12 shows the result
597of the D1 users who have more than 100 friends.
598In Table 11, all of the results are worse than in Table 10, as expected.
599With less information of the user's friends, it is difficult to recommend
600friends to a user by FoF methods. The FRUTAI has the best MAP
601(20.69%), P@50 (2.95%). The Common-Neighbors has the best P@1
602(40.68%), P@2 (16.27%), P@5 (10.51%), and P@10 (6.36%). The result
603of Adamic/Adar is not as good as Common-Neighbors and FRUTAI, but
604is still comparable. The result of Jaccard's coefficient is much worse
605than other two algorithms.
606In Table 12, all of the results are better than Table 10. The Common-
607Neighbors beats the other three algorithms in most of the indices (MRR
60844.17%, P@5 49.03%, P@10 36.74%, P@50 22.29%, and P@100 13.95%).
609The result of FRUTAI is impressively outstanding on P@1 91.43% and
610P@2 61.71%. Because the top recommended person is always the first
611one browsed by a user, P@1 is the most important in P@k. The results
612of Adamic/Adar are comparable to FRUTAI and Common-Neighbors.
613Jaccard's coefficient is still worse than the other three, but the gap is
614evidently narrowed from the values in Table 10.
615Our extensive empirical studies have shown that

616(1) Overall, FRUTAI performsmuch better than the other algorithms.
617The performances of the Common-Neighbors and Adamic/Adar
618algorithms are better than Jaccard's coefficient;

t8:1 Table 8
t8:2 The average prior probability of gender. For a male user in RenRen, the prior probability
t8:3 that a male candidate will be his friend is higher than a female candidate. Similar results
t8:4 are obtained for a female user.

t8:5 Candidate

t8:6 Male Female

t8:7 User Male 0.00861 0.00589
t8:8 Female 0.00881 0.00519

t9:1 Table 9
t9:2 The average prior probability of location. If the candidate and the user live in a same city,
t9:3 the prior probability that they will become friends is higher than the situation where they
t9:4 live in different cities.

t9:5 Candidate

t9:6 User Same location Different location
t9:7 0.00511 0.00025

User

The overlap shows the correctly
recommended friends

1/10

Friend

9/10 
Friends

Recommen

d FoF

Fig. 3. Evaluation setup.

t10:1Table 10
t10:2Overall Precision, MRR (mean reciprocal rank) and MAP (mean average precision) results
t10:3of algorithm comparison including FRUTAI, Common-Neighbors, Jaccard's coefficient, and
t10:4Adamic/Adar. Higher scores (in bold) indicate better performance.

t10:5P@1 P@2 P@5 P@10 P@50 P@100 MRR MAP

t10:6FRUTAI 0.7692 0.5017 0.3897 0.2823 0.1719 0.1083 0.4121 0.1697
t10:7CN 0.6581 0.4957 0.3932 0.2908 0.1737 0.1083 0.4051 0.1624
t10:8JAC 0.5000 0.4171 0.3436 0.2675 0.1649 0.1069 0.3736 0.1340
t10:9ADA 0.6154 0.4744 0.3782 0.2812 0.1679 0.1076 0.4159 0.1597

t11:1Table 11
t11:2Overall Precision, MRR (mean reciprocal rank) and MAP (mean average precision) results
t11:3of algorithms comparison including FRUTAI, Common-Neighbors, Jaccard's coefficient and
t11:4Adamic/Adar (friends b100). Higher scores (in bold) indicate better performance.

t11:5P@1 P@2 P@5 P@10 P@50 P@100 MRR MAP

t11:6FRUTAI 0.3390 0.1593 0.1000 0.0627 0.0295 0.0164 0.3287 0.2069
t11:7CN 0.4068 0.1627 0.1051 0.0636 0.0281 0.0158 0.2963 0.1739
t11:8Jaccard 0.1186 0.0610 0.0492 0.0305 0.0183 0.0112 0.1901 0.0997
t11:9Ada 0.2373 0.1288 0.0847 0.0576 0.0281 0.0169 0.3430 0.1530
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619 (2) When a user has relatively fewer friends (e.g., b100), FRUTAI
620 performs better than Adamic/Adar and Common-Neighbors,
621 and much better than Jaccard's coefficient;
622 (3) When a user has relatively more friends (e.g., N100), the perfor-
623 mance of FRUTAI, Common-Neighbors and Adamic/Adar are
624 comparable. Jaccard's coefficient is still the worst. The precision
625 of FRUTAI is impressively outstandingwith the top recommended
626 results.

627

628 Different from other FoF algorithms, the FRUTAI utilizes the user's
629 attributes to improve the accuracy of the prediction. As we explain in
630 Section 3.2, the prior probability for each attribute that this candidate
631 will be a friend of a user in the future can be calculated by the statistical
632 result including the information of all of the friends of the user's existing
633 friends (friends-of-friend) and the number of them that are already
634 friends of the user. It leads to a correlation of the number of the user's
635 existing friends and the accuracy of the recommendation result. When
636 the number of the user's existing friends increases (which is a trend in
637 the social media), the precision of the recommendation result will be
638 better.

639 5. Conclusions

640 In this paper, we propose a new friend recommendation method
641 and algorithm, FRUTAI, to enhance social media services and perfor-
642 mances. We compare the newly proposed FRUTAI method/algorithm
643 with other FoF algorithms using a real-world social media network.
644 Our results show that FRUTAI performs best overall. Our study also
645 finds out that the performance of all of these friend recommendation
646 methods may depend on the number of a user's existing friends.
647 When the number of existing friends falls to less than 100, the result
648 of Jaccard's coefficientmay be unacceptable, andAdamic/Adar performs
649 worse but is still acceptable. By contrast, Common-Neighbors and
650 FRUTAI keep performing well. Furthermore, FRUTAI keeps its strong
651 performance when the number of existing friends increases, while
652 other algorithms may not be able to do so.
653 We have observed that the way of utilizing information is crucial
654 for an algorithm. Adding extra information to an algorithm does
655 not necessarily enhance the performance of an algorithm, unless the
656 information is integrated properly. The Common-Neighbors algorithm
657 utilizes only the number of common neighbors. Jaccard's coefficient
658 utilizes more information, including the number of common neighbors,
659 the number of a user's and the candidate's friends. However, interest-
660 ingly, it performs worse than the Common-Neighbors algorithm,
661 perhaps because the three attribute numbers are integrated arbitrarily
662 rather than properly. The Adamic/Adar algorithm also utilizes more
663 information, including the number of friends of common neighbors.
664 However, when the number of common friends is relatively low,
665 introducing extra information to the algorithm may introduce too
666 much noise; thus, the Adamic/Adar algorithm does not perform better
667 than the Common-Neighbors algorithm. When the number of common
668 neighbors is relatively high, the noise brought by the number of friends
669 of common neighbors is diminished, thus Adamic/Adar algorithm
670 performs better than Common-Neighbor algorithm. Compared with
671 Adamic/Adar, FRUTAI efficiently utilizes users' information. It can

672handle all of the user attributes flexibly in a social media network. The
673recommendation results can be enhanced with the increase of the
674number of user's attributes.
675The proposed FRUTAI is a generic friend recommendation method
676that has a flexible format that can be easily extended to adding the
677user's additional important attributes when needed. This friend recom-
678mendation system may enhance social media providers' performance
679by meeting the increasing demand of interaction between users. The
680friend recommendation system may also enhance the user loyalty to a
681social media network, which will impact the marketing position of the
682social media providers in the high competition of attractingmore users.
683There are limitations to this research. The first is that the proposed
684algorithm is based on an assumption of independent attributes. In
685future research,mechanisms of dependent attributes can be considered.
686The second research limitation is that the dataset used in this paper that
687comes from a single website. In future research, more datasets could be
688used to further validate the effectiveness of the proposed friend recom-
689mendation method/algorithm.
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